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Introduction
Major League Baseball (MLB) is unique from other professional sports for two
reasons. First, the league does not have a salary cap for players, so there is no limit to the
amount a player can earn. Second, the players are guaranteed their base salaries,
independent of their future performance level. Both of these terms benefit the players.
Even if they do not play up to their contracts, they nonetheless earn their contract
amount. This creates a problem for the team organizations in the MLB because not only
are they paying a very high price for talent, but there is also no assurance that the teams
will receive the expected level of play from the players.
Because of the lack of a salary cap, the best players in Major League Baseball
sign lengthy contracts that can exceed $200 million. This is a high price to pay for
unguaranteed talent, yet baseball clubs continue to take this risk. To a certain degree,
clubs must offer big contracts in order for their teams to stay competitive, because highly
desired players will sign with the team that offers them the best deal. Team organizations,
in order to acquire the best talent and out-bid other teams, therefore offer lengthy
contracts and a high salary in hopes of enticing players to sign with their team and not a
competitor. The high demand for talent and short supply of it, benefits the players and
can allow for overvaluation of some players.
This salary assurance for the players creates an additional problem. First, when a
player’s contract ends, his worth, or the price of his talent, is determined by his recent
years in the MLB, and specifically his level of play from the past season. This does not
necessarily reflect how he will actually play in the coming seasons. Although this is the
best way of gauging a player’s future level of play, it is no guarantee. This causes some
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players to be over-valued and, in some cases, under-valued. Players can easily be overvalued if they do not play as well as they did in the past seasons. Players that come off of
a big year and sign a contract that is worth that level of play may find it difficult to keep
this up, especially over an extended period of time given. Additionally, there is also
always the risk of a player getting injured. An injured player is useless to his team when
he cannot play, but nonetheless he will still get paid.
I hypothesize level of play to drop for a player that is in a long-term contract. If
this hypothesis is significant, it will help teams make smarter choices when it comes to
buying talent. Teams should consequently reevaluate the length of the contracts they
offer. If the longer length of a contract decreases level of play because it eliminated
incentives, it would be shrewd for teams to offer contracts for fewer years to maintain
motivation in the players to play well. Teams are still competing against each other in
acquiring players so salaries will still be competitive, but offering shorter termed
contracts protects the teams from overpaying for talent. This also allows for teams to
spend more on other players, which will ultimately make them more competitive.
The regulations in the MLB seem to favor the players. One of the most basic
economic principles is the idea that people respond to incentives, but in the case of
players with long-term contracts the incentives to continue a high level of play are
unclear. Comparatively, players who have short-term contracts may have a higher
motivation to play well because they are more concerned with getting resigned and
impressing teams in the near future. Teams offer long term contracts to the best players
because they expect these players to play well for a number of years. However, if a player
is comfortable knowing he will be paid for a significant number of years, relative to the
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length of a professional baseball player’s career, and not concerned with impressing other
teams, it is unclear if he will play to the best of his ability. In Major League Baseball,
incentives can be identified as the desire to get re-signed, and therefore get paid.
However, players with long-term contracts are not primarily concerned with resigning,
and each year they get a sizable salary. With an absence of incentives, it is important to
know if players maintain their level of play. For these reasons, it is important to
determine if the length of a player’s contract impacts his level of play.
Team organizations in major league baseball continuously take the risk and sign
desirable players to lengthy contracts. However, it is uncertain if major league teams
expect these highly sought after players to be worth that amount, or if teams pay more
than what a player is worth in order to ensure he does not sign with an opposing team.
The absence of a salary cap allows teams the opportunity to outbid one another for a
player with no limit to how much they offer. Therefore, big contracts may be embellished
to beat out the competition, and may not solely reflect the value of a player’s expected
talent. These desirable contracts entice a player to come play for a team, but the comfort
of the contract reduces determination, focus, and drive in a player to maintain his level of
play.
A regression model is used to determine if there is a significant relationship
between the length of a professional baseball contract and level of play. The data will
take the form of a panel dataset so that level of play can be analyzed for a player during
these contracts.
Level of play will be quantified using pitching and team statistics. Other data that
will help evaluate the players are the number of games played in a season, whether or not
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a player was injured, and the salary earned for each given season. The specific pitching
statistics are:
1. The length of the contract
2. The annual base salary
3. Total games won by the pitcher
4. Total games lost by the pitcher
5. ERA: the earned run average of the pitcher
6. Games played
7. Total innings pitched
8. Hits: totals hits opposing batters make off of the pitcher
9. Walks: total batters walked by the pitcher
10. Strikeouts: total batters struck out by the pitcher
11. AVG: the hitting average of the opposing batters
12. WHIP: the average number of walks and hits divided by innings pitched
13. GIDP: the number of players who have grounded into a double play
14. Total team wins
15. Total team loses
16. Playoff appearance: a dummy variable for if a pitcher’s team made it to
the post-season
Player salaries can be found online at USA Today, while the pitching and team
statistics are compiled on the official major league baseball website. With this data, I
expect to show level of play, as explained by pitching and team statistics, is negatively
correlated with the length of a contract.
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Literature Review
The literature concerning contract length and level of play in professional sports
has produced mixed results, and therefore it is inconclusive whether contract length
encourages shirking. It is well known that people respond to incentives particularly when
the incentive is money (Prendergast, 1999), but when compensation is guaranteed
regardless of performance level, the issue of moral hazard comes into play. Moral hazard
can be defined as a decrease in performance or productivity after a lack of incentives
(Rowell and Connelly, 2012). In major league baseball, there is constant risk of moral
hazard because the players are paid before they perform.
The literature regarding moral hazard does not deny the presence of it in
professional sports. Instead, it evaluates how to reduce the risk of it. Moral hazard is
more potent in instances where performance is hard to evaluate (Holmstrom, 1982). If
performance level is difficult to calculate, the risk of moral hazard increases because
performance cannot be broken down and compared. If a more accurate judgment of
performance can be assessed, moral hazard is less likely to occur (Holmstrom, 1979). In
the case of the MLB moral hazard could be monitored by the batting and defensive
statistics. Players are statistically analyzed every single game, which allows the coaches,
managers, the fans, and the players themselves rank their level of play against every other
player. However, Holmstrom (1979) notes it is unclear whether this scrutinizing of
players has the same effects on moral hazard for long term contracts.
It has also been found that property rights can affect productivity levels.
Predominately, the guarantee of pay changes productivity (Alchian and Demstez, 1972).
Major league baseball players are guaranteed year or multiyear contracts, which in turn
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increases the chance of shirking because their effort level is independent of their contract
salary. Therefore, changes in level of effort must be related to contracts (Marburger,
2003). Even though Holmstrom (1979) concluded moral hazard decreases with the ability
to scrutinize performance, the terms of major league baseball are conducive to an
abundance of shirking. Statistical analysis of player performance and the contract
conditions established in the MLB work against each other, which makes it unclear if
shirking is popular, especially in the case of players with long-term contracts.
Player performance and length of contracts has been analyzed in multiple
different professional sports leagues. A study of the German Bundesliga football league
found that player performance increased in the last year of a contract (Feess et al. 2007)
(Frick, 2007). However, a more recent article from Buraimo, Frick, and Hickfang (2015)
used a large dataset of players from the German Bundesliga and found longer contract
length was related to better player performance. The authors concluded these results must
be due to the fact that teams are highly selective with who they offer long-term contracts
to in order to avoid moral hazard. It should also be noted that player performance
increases by 2%-3% in the last year of a contract (Frick, 2011).
Unlike the findings from the German Bundesliga, the literature on the shirking
effect in the National Basketball Association (NBA) is consistent and supports the
shirking theory. Berri and Krautmann (2006) modeled player productivity in terms of
contracts, team and coach influences, games played, salary, and team wins and found
players did decrease their performance after signing a contract. However, when Berri and
Krautmann changed their model to better represent marginal productivity, the support for
shirking decreases. Another study found that player performance increases for players in
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the last year of their contract, but falls in the year after a contract is signed. Players
improve their level of play when they need to get signed and convince coaches of their
high skill, but once their jobs are secure performance falls (Stiroh, 2006). Stiroh also
found team wins in a season is correlated to the number of players from that team in the
last year of their contract; when more players on a particular team are trying to impress
coaches to give them a new contract, the team will win more games.
The shirking theory has been applied to major league baseball numerous times
due to the abundance of player statistics and, therefore the seemingly ease to quantify
player performance. However, the diverse results from many studies have rendered this
theory to be inconclusive in terms of the MLB. Kenneth Lehn (1982) found players’ time
on the disabled list increased after just signing a long-term contract. With the reassurance
of a multi-year contract, players might not train and practice as hard, which leaves their
bodies vulnerable to injury. In this study, a long-term contract was only defined as a
contract that was greater than one year.
On the contrary, Krautmann (1990) analyzed if variance in level of play was due to
shirking or if it was stochastic because of the high number of games in a season and
multiple seasons played. He looked at 110 players with contracts of five or more years
and found there was no evidence to support the shirking theory. Therefore, increases and
decreases in player productivity were random. Krautmann defined level of play solely as
players’ slugging averages, which Scoggins (1993) argued in response to his article is not
sufficient enough to determine the presence of shirking. Scoggins acknowledges Lehn’s
(1982) findings and added a variable to Krautmann’s model that represented time spent
on the disabled list. After doing so, the results proved to be significant, and shirking does
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occur in players with long-term contracts in the MLB. This highlights the sensitivity the
results have to how productivity is measured. Additionally, when level of play is defined
as OPS, on-base percentage and slugging, the results concluded performance did not drop
(Krautmann and Donley, 2009). The authors used a sample of 108 players that had signed
a new contract in the 2005 and 2006 seasons. To obtain accurate results regarding the
shirking theory in major league baseball, it is imperative that player productivity is
accurately defined.
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Background
Each professional baseball player signs his own contract with specific details
regarding compensation, length of employment, and other accommodations, such as
moving and living expenses, but every contract follows the same guidelines and
regulations. Every contract has an annual base salary for the duration of the contract that
is assured to the players. While this is not the only form of compensation for the players
in the major leagues, it is the only type of compensation that is guaranteed.
In Major League Baseball (MLB), all players are required to have a contract with
one of the 30 club teams. Players must have a Uniform Player’s Contract with their
respective club teams that sets standards for all players in the Major League. In the
contract the specific player and the club are stated at the top, which is followed by the
number of years this player is contracted to the club. While individual MLB player
contracts are not public information, a blank Uniform Player’s Contract is attached as
appendix A. This contract has the player details removed and was obtained from the
MLB trade rumors website. During those years, the player is required to participate in
spring training, any exhibition games, the regular season, and any of the club’s postseason opportunities. Each club plays a total of 162 games during the regular season, and
these games are played in 178 - 183 days. Additionally, the amount of the base salary is
defined, which is paid to the player on a semi-monthly basis for the duration of the
contract length. The Uniform Player’s Contract states this base salary “shall not be
diminished by any such assignment, except for failure to report”.
The player and the club have rights to get out of the contract, but these rights are
contingent on specific circumstances. The player reserves the right to terminate his
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contract under the condition that his club is defaulting on payments to this player. The
club has the right to terminate a contract with a player if the player is not following the
standards of good citizenship and sportsmanship set by the club, if he does not maintain a
level of physical condition, if he fails to exhibit competitive skills, or if he refuses to let
the club use his skills. If a club terminates a contract with a player, this player is entitled
to a termination fee, and the other clubs have an opportunity to pick up the rest of this
player’s contract if the club thinks this player will add value to the club. A club must be
absolutely certain that a player is no longer adding any value to the club because once a
player is dropped he is now not only not part of the original club, but he is also playing
against them if he is signed by another team.
Provided that base salaries are guaranteed as long as the player reports to his club,
there are also firm regulations that monitor minimum player wage and seasonal salary
reduction. As of 2016, the minimum base salary a player can earn is $500,000 adjusted
for the cost of living. The minimum major league player wage has increased in recent
years as in 2012 it was only $480,000 per season and in 2013 the minimum salary was
$490,000. There are also strict rules regarding salary reductions. When a player is signing
a new contract, his salary cannot be reduced by more than 20% of his salary from the
previous season or 30% of his salary from two seasons past. Both of these regulations
protect the financial prospects of the player. If under the right conditions, a player does
not think his current salary is an accurate reflection of his contribution to the club, he
may apply for arbitration.
Arbitration is the process in which an individual player and his club submit to a
third-party arbitration panel and amount of money they think accurately reflects the skills
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and talent this player brings to the club. A player would apply for arbitration if he thinks
his salary is undervaluing his talents. Players can apply for arbitration if they have been
in the major leagues for at least three seasons and up to six seasons. An exception to this
rule are players who have less than three years in the major leagues but at least two years,
have played in at least 86 games, and are in the top 22% in years played for players in
their second year of the major leagues. These players are referred to as “super two”
players.
The arbitration process starts with the player giving a written notice and a salary
figure to the Major League Baseball Association. The Major League Baseball Relations
Department (LRD) then acquires a salary amount from the player’s respective club. Both
salary figures should accurately represent the value the player brings to the club in the
eyes of the player and the club. At this point a date is set for the arbitration hearing,
however most players who file for arbitration never have their hearing. This is because in
most cases the club and the player negotiate and come to a compromised salary for the
player. If both parties reach an agreement before the hearing, the player can withdraw
their request for a hearing. One reason cases seldom make it before the actual arbitration
panel is because the club and the player split the costs of the hearing.
In the case that a player and a club cannot compromise, it will be taken before an
arbitration panel. At the hearing, the club and the player exchange salary figures to the
panel and have one hour to present their initial cases and justifications for valuing the
player at their presented salary amount. The criteria for how to value the player are as
follows: overall player performance, special leadership qualities, public appeal,
consistency and length of career, comparative salaries for equal level of play, physical or
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mental condition of the player, the club performance and standings, and game attendance.
This is followed by 30 minute rebuttals and conclusions from both parties. The panel
weighs both arguments and decides to either award the player the salary he proposed or
the salary the club offered. There is no middle ground.
Arbitration is one way for players early in their careers get a raise if they have
earned it, but there are also other ways for a player to earn more money. In general, a
player’s total salary is their base salary plus any signing bonuses plus a buyout for first
club plus any earned bonuses. A signing bonus is an amount of money a club offers to a
player for signing with their team. A club would offer a bonus to a highly coveted player
who might have contract offers from multiple different teams. This is a way of enticing a
player to sign with their club over any other. The bonus can be paid to the player over the
duration of the years of the contract. If a player is bought out of their contract from their
club, this is called a buyout. Each player’s buyout clause option is individually
determined. It ranges from either the rest of their seasonal base salary or some portion of
this salary. The buyout option requires the club to pay the player the arranged percentage
of their salary throughout the remaining years this player had left on his contract. If this
player is signed by another team, the player will continue to receive his buyout payments
in addition to his salary. There are many ways in which a player can earn bonuses
through his performance or any awards received, but one of the most lucrative bonuses is
the player’s pool post season bonuses.
The player’s pool is formed from the World Series, the two League
Championship Series, the four Division Series and the two Wild Card games. The
contributions to the pool are as follows. 60% of total gate receipts from the first four
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World Series games and each League Championship Series are added to the pool along
with 60% of total gate receipts from the first three games from each Division Series, and
finally 50% of total gate receipts from each Wild Card games after deducting travel
expenses for each visiting team. The pool is distributed by the World Series winning
team receiving 36% of the pool and the losing team gets 24%. Next, both League
Championship Series losing teams gets 12% of the pool, the four Division Series losing
teams get 3.25% and the two Wild Card losing teams get 1.5% of the total pool. The
player’s pool is extremely lucrative and the 2016 player’s pool totaled $76,627,827.09.
Each team receives their portion of the pool and can either issue full shares, partial
shares, or cash rewards to the players. The 2016 World Series Champions, the Chicago
Cubs, total earnings from the player’s pool was $27,586,017.75 and a full share totaled
$368,871.59. Comparatively, the teams that lost in the Wild Card, the Baltimore Orioles
and the New York Mets, earned $1,149,417.41 as 1.5% of the pool, respectively. The
player’s pool provides an enormous incentive for the players to not only reach the postseason, but to thrive in it as well. As a player, the possibility of earning $368,871.59 just
as a salary bonus for winning the World Series can be a forceful incentive.
This post-season player pool encourages and gives players a monetary incentive
to work harder and win their games. However, there is no pool for the regular season and
players must be motivated from their contracts. It is the job of the club team to entice
each player in their contracts with an appealing base salary and length of employment in
order for the players to want to push themselves and play at their best ability. This salary
is independent of future level of play, so the contract details must hope to be attractive
enough to fuel personal motivation from the players. Eligible players can appeal and
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protest for their salaries to better reflect their contribution to their respective teams, but
this only replaces the annual base salary. It is possible for individual players to have
incentive clauses in their contracts, but this is not public information. For these reasons, it
is necessary to analyze if base salaries are enough to encourage players to maintain a
level of play, or if it allows them to slack off.
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Analysis
To conclude if performance is affected by contract length, the null hypothesis
must be rejected. The null hypothesis states the length of a player’s contract does not
influence the performance of the player. If the null hypothesis can be rejected, the
alternate hypothesis is accepted.
The dataset consists of 48 starting pitchers and their contracts over the 2015
season. Since contracts are not uniform in length, some players have only four years and
others are signed to their contracts for up to seven years. Pitching and team statistics are
taken from each season covered by the contract that overlaps with the 2015 season.
Contracts range from 2011 to the 2021 season. Major League Baseball had only
concluded up to the 2016 season at the time this data was collected, so some players have
not fulfilled the full length of their contracts. While there are only 48 pitchers selected for
this study, there are a total of 248 observations because every player is observed each
year of his contract in order to determine if level of play decreases. Contract lengths and
annual base salary amounts are taken from USA Today while pitching and team statistics
were collected from the official Major League Baseball website. The variables used to
evaluate performance levels for players for each year of their contracts are as follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Team wins
GIDP
Hits
Innings pitched
Annual base salary
Games played
Loses

The equation used to analyze the relationship between contract length and
performance levels is as follows.
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Contract length =  0 +  1 TEAM WINS +  2 LN(GIDP) +  3 HITS +  4 INNINGS
PITCHED +  5 GAMES PLAYED +  6 LOSES + 7 LN(ANNUAL SALARY)
The player statistics meant to quantify the performance level of each player are
LN(GIDP), innings pitched, games played, and loses. The GIDP statistic is logged in
order to give this variable a normal distribution. GIDP is a statistic the counts how many
players a pitcher gets to ground into a double play. Teams wins are included to calculate
the non-statistical affect each player has on their respective teams. For example, if a
player brings leadership skills or experience to the team, this should be reflected in the
overall performance of the team, i.e. the total number of wins from each season.
The results show that there does appear to be a significant relationship between
the previously stated variables and contract length. The R2 value is 0.3484, which is a
relatively good value. The R2 number explains what percentage of the data fits the model.
The F- value, which tests if the variables are jointly significant, is F(7, 142)= 10.85. This
is not a large number, but it does indicate there is joint significance.

R2 value

0.3484

F value

10.85

Looking at the individual variables, all are significantly related to contract length
at the 95% confidence level except for loses and games played. These two variables also
are the only variables without a highly significant t-value. The t-values for games played
and loses are 1.54 and -1.58, respectively. This indicates that games played and loses
individually are not as significant as the other variables with regards to contract length.
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Variable Name

P Value

T Value

Team Wins

0.034

-2.14

GIDP

0.006

-2.79

Hits

0.012

-2.55

Innings Pitched

0.000

3.91

Annual Base Salary

0.000

4.24

Games Played

0.127

1.54

Loses

0.141

-1.48

The coefficient values denote if each variable is positively or negatively related
and to what degree. One of the strongest variables related to contract length is the statistic
for players who ground into a double play. This variable is negatively related, which
means when contract length increases by a unit, the number of players the pitcher gets to
ground into a double play decreases by 0.3774977. This is evidence of player
performance dropping. The number of team wins is also negatively correlated with the
length of a player’s contract indicating that as individual pitchers contract lengths
increase, the number of team wins will decrease. Team loses will also increase if a team
has multiple pitchers with lengthy contracts.
The other negatively correlated variables are hits and loses, however the number
of games a pitcher loses is not individually significant at the 95% confidence level
meaning the coefficient value of -0.41225 is not as substantial as the other variables.
Nonetheless, the negative coefficient signifies the number of games a pitcher loses and
the number of hits players get off a pitcher decrease with the increase of contract length.
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The coefficient value for hits, -0.0096386, is the smallest value in the regression and
therefore has the lowest change when contract length changes.
The remaining variables, innings pitched, games played and salary, are positively
correlated with contract length and the coefficient values are 0.0129999, 0.0256832, and
0.4445369, respectively. However, these variables are less revealing about the impact
length has on player performance. Intuitively, this is because as the length of a pitcher’s
contract increases, he therefore will have played and pitched more games than a pitcher
who has fewer years on his contract.
Initially, more pitching and team statistics were included in the regression, but
these were dropped due either to insignificant p-values or multicollinearity. The dropped
statistics were wins, ERA, walks, strike outs, AVG (total hits allowed by the pitcher
divided by the total number of at-bats faced), WHIP (total walks and hits allowed by the
pitcher divided by the total innings pitched), team loses, and the dummy variable for if
the team had a playoff appearance or not. Team loses was dropped after testing for
multicollinearity because it was too closely correlated with team wins. The variance
inflation factor, VIF, for team wins and losses were 1423.26 and 1421.92, respectively
and the mean VIF was 360.02. Once team loses was dropped, the mean VIF dropped to
5.14 indicating the multicollinearity had been eliminated.
After running the corresponding tests, there does not appear to be any omitted
variables or heteroscedasticity. The omitted variable test produced a p-value of 0.5443,
which is greater than 0.05. The hettest revealed no presence of heteroscedasticity as the
chi2 value was at 0.2768. In conclusion, this regression indicates there is a connection
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between contract length and a decrease in level of play. This will have greater effects on
teams with more pitchers under long-term contracts.
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Conclusion
The results proved to be significant. Level of play drops with the increase in
contract length. The most notably significant pitching statistic was players who grounded
into a double play, as this statistic has the largest change in reaction to an increase in
contract length. It decreases when contracts increase, meaning pitchers are less effective
with long term contracts. Another notable statistic was team wins, which is also
negatively correlated with contracts. The longer the contracts are for pitchers, the fewer
games a team will win.
These results can be used by each club team in determining the length of contracts
for pitchers individually and collectively. Since level of plays drops for pitchers, teams
are paying a higher price for the talent than the talent ends up being worth. While
baseball is an individualistic sport, it nonetheless remains a team sport with the goal of
winning the World Series. Therefore, it would be in the best interest of the club to
reallocate the money spent on signing pitchers to lengthy and expensive contracts to other
players that could contribute to the success of the team.
One explanation for overpaying for pitching talent is the teams are paying more to
eliminate the competition. There is an abundance of baseball players, but only a set
number of professional teams. It is a player’s market with no limits. Therefore, club
teams may pay above the market value of the pitcher’s talent just to guarantee this player
does not sign with another team. If a team does not offer a high enough salary, this means
not only does the club not get the new talent to play for them, but this player is also
pitching against them now. The high price for talent may be a repercussion of the market
for professional pitchers.
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When a team is looking at signing an individual pitcher to a long-term contract
these drops in wins and performance could appear risk worthy, but if a team has multiple
pitchers on long-term contracts then these effects will only increase. For example, the
San Francisco Giants during the 2016 season had four pitchers under contracts at least 5
years in length. Not only does each of their performance level drop as a result of their
long contracts, but additionally all four of these pitchers are contributing to fewer team
wins during the regular season.
Some limitations from the analysis are as follows. Since each pitcher individually
signs their own contracts, some players had incomplete contracts at the time of this
analysis. Therefore, some pitchers didn’t have any statistics yet for one, two, or even
three years of their contracts. In a few cases for pitchers who had seven-year contracts,
there were only three completed seasons and four remaining on their contracts post the
2016 season. Given that these players haven’t played out their contracts yet, it is difficult
to analyze if they shirked during their contracts.
Another limitation is all Major League Baseball contracts are not public
information. While the total and annual salaries for players can be obtained, the details in
the contracts remain private. This absence of information could affect the results of this
analysis because each player may or may not have incentive clauses in their contracts to
motivate the players to perform at their best and refrain from shirking.
An area of further research would be to analyze the presence of shirking in
players other than pitchers. Players could be broken down by positions, and batting and
fielding statistics can be used to measure performance in relation to contract length.
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Another possibility would be to group players based on age in order to conclude if
rookies or veterans have a higher tendency to shirk.
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